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faith in an Eastern Locarno—French in origin, perhaps, but
clever and bristling with legal validity. MacDonald saw it
rather for what it was—encirclement, and without knowing
of a satisfactory alternative had a deeper insight into the
Teutonic mind. Neither of them was young enough to find
rapture or salvation in a strong League or full collective
security policy.
Their subtleties and ambiguities in the long run merely
played into the hands of the Conservatives, who were
hoping one day to substitute the fact of armaments for
the pretence of policy. But for the immediate future Sir
John's views prevailed. In many ways the Conservatives
in the Cabinet had a livelier appreciation of the uses of
Geneva than these two elderly leaders who were supposed to
symbolize the Cabinet's left wing and who were primarily
responsible to the League. Thus, for instance, we find
Neville Chamberlain as a senior member of the Cabinet con-
sistently backing the men who were prepared to operate the
new League system. Eden, it seemed, from a long-term point
of view, was likely to strengthen his position whatever policy
was adopted.
While the Cabinet was sitting on policy, Mussolini sent
over his Foreign Secretary, Suvich, and Hitler his confidant,
the ambitious champagne merchant, Joachim Von Ribben-
trop.  Suvich came first, and so successful was he in reinforc-
ing the Cabinet in its resolve not to join any anti-German
bloc that Ribbentrop, when he arrived, found most of his
work done for him.   Suvich's easy success was for Eden
something of a rebuff, and it is during the spring of 1934
that Eden first begins to take up a slightly independent and
even insubordinate attitude. Thus while Sir John was doing
all he could to save Japan from the embarrassing consequences
of her aggression, Eden was proclaiming to the Conservative
women of Gloucester the need for democracy to unite in
defence of its ideals.  Japan had implied that her aim was a
Protectorate over the whole of China.   Sir John's reaction
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